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him accordingly. Instead of that, however, imagine that
telephone girl did not ask each subscriber with what number
he wished to be connected, but instead looked at the whole
switchboard, saw the pattern which the innumerable little
lamps formed, and let this decide her as to what connections
should then be made. The whole pattern of incoming
nerve currents decides whither the excitement shall be
diverted.
A naive reader again may not ask, but some other reader
is sure to ask, who is the switchboard operator who makes
the connections ?   To her there is nothing equivalent in
the neurone system, whatever there may be in a psychical
account of the consciousness which accompanies the neurone
action    Somehow the pattern of incoming nerve currents
settles the " whither " itself.   The end brushes of a neurone,
and the synapses where these end brushes are entangled
with those of other neurones, somehow not only are stimu-
lated by a message having come along their own neurone,
but are differently stimulated according to the pattern of
surrounding  stimulation in  others.   That  is  not  really
surprising when one considers the very extensive rami-
fications  and  complexities  of  many  end  brushes.   The
whole system is so very complex as to be beyond comparison
with any mechanical means of communication, mechanical
in the sense of man-made, artificial.
We are, let us remind ourselves, discussing the nature of
satisfaction and dissatisfaction; we have contemplated
Thorndike's view that these consist in a consummation
of neurone connections which are ready for action, or a
denial of that consummation; we have thought over some
of the difficulties in the way of making a neurone picture
corresponding to this idea; and we return now to the possi-
bility of the readiness for action, whether of the neurones
or of the muscles and organs, being somehow otherwise
controlled. On page 48 a hint was dropped that there
exists in our own bodies not only a telephone or telegraph
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